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 Baudelaire Against Photography:
 An Allegory of Old Age

 Susan Blood

 It is common critical practice to divide Baudelaire's life into two

 distinct phases: an optimistic youth and a premature, embittered
 old age. From a biographer's standpoint it is difficult to determine
 the moment of transition from one phase to the next, and many of
 Baudelaire's declarations create the impression that he experi-
 enced life as a perpetual verging on decrepitude: "Je ne suis pas

 positivement vieux," he wrote at the age of thirty-four, "mais je
 puis le devenir prochainement." For the critic who is strictly inter-
 ested in Baudelaire's literary and critical production, however, an
 early and a late period can be easily distinguished. Between 1846
 and 1857 Baudelaire developed his idiom, and certain of his atti-
 tudes-towards antiquity, the bourgeois reader, and the fate of
 the poet-are thoroughly revised. Whether this occurred for bio-
 graphical reasons, or whether, as Paul Valery suggests, because
 Baudelaire discovered Poe and adopted the American writer's fa-
 talism, the later work is increasingly querulous and seems to reveal
 an aging and discouraged author.

 Baudelaire's two major Salons, written in 1846 and 1859, fit
 nicely into this schema. The Salon de 1846 opens with a dedication
 "Au bourgeois," and ends with the praise of modern life and its
 particular beauties. In between, Baudelaire pursues a definition of
 Romanticism as aesthetic modernism, that- is as "l'expression la
 plus recente, la plus actuelle du beau." Although others in 1846

 might consider Romanticism past its prime, Baudelaire thinks dif-
 ferently: "s'il est reste peu de romantiques, c'est que peu d'entre
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 eux ont trouve le romantisme; mais tous l'ont cherche sincerement
 et loyalement."I The scarcity of Romantics, then, must not be con-
 fused with the decadence of Romanticism, which remains a kind of
 Holy Grail-perhaps aging those who seek it, but itself untouched
 by time. Eugene Delacroix is described as "le chef de l'ecole mo-
 derne," that is, as Romantic par excellence, and his paintings merit
 this attribution because they are "de grands poemes naivement
 concus" (my emphasis). Naivete and Romanticism become the two
 criteria by which Baudelaire will criticize the paintings of the
 Salon.

 All this faith in youth and the potential of the times is lost to the
 Salon de 1859. The old tolerance of aesthetic failure-"peu d'entre
 eux ont trouve le romantisme, mais tous l'ont cherche sincerement
 et loyalement"-has become a condemnation: "Que dans tous les
 temps, la mediocrite ait domine, cela est indubitable; mais qu'elle
 regne plus que jamais, qu'elle devienne absolument triomphante
 et encombrante, c'est ce qui est aussi vrai qu'affligeant" (11:610).
 The bourgeois consumer of art has been transformed from "la
 majorite,-nombre et intelligence" into a "Brute hyperboreenne
 des anciens jours, eternel Esquimau porte-lunettes ou plutot
 porte-ecailles, que toutes les visions de Damas, tous les tonnerres et
 les eclairs ne sauraient eclairer!" (655). Romanticism itself is no
 longer spoken of as a fresh and timely expression, but as a

 memory: "Cette epoque etait si belle et si f6conde," Baudelaire
 writes in 1859, "que les artistes en ces temps-la n'oubliaient aucun
 besoin de l'esprit" (645). In contrast, "L'Artiste moderne," to
 whom Baudelaire devotes a chapter, is mainly interested in tech-
 nical effects and popular success; like his scaly-eyed patrons, he is
 unappreciative of the spiritual difficulties involved in imaginative
 creation. Baudelaire calls him an enfant gate who has profited from
 the noble reputation of his predecessors.

 There is no doubt that the Salon of 1859 lent itself to Baude-
 laire's ill humor. For the most part, the paintings were of minimal
 interest-"Nulle explosion; pas de genies inconnus," Baudelaire
 reported. But his complaints went even further. This was to be
 Delacroix's last Salon, and the public had had over thirty years to
 examine the latter's prodigious oeuvre; yet his Christ descendu au
 tombeau elicited the same scandalized criticisms as had his first

 I Baudelaire, Oeuvres completes (Paris: Gallimard [Bibliotheque de la P16iade],
 1976), vol. 2, p. 420. All further references in the text are to this edition.
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 Salon painting, Dante et Virg'le, in 1822. Only the explanation for
 his faults had changed: in 1822 he drew badly and abused color

 because of a youthful and undisciplined temperament; in 1859 he

 did the same things, but because his hand had grown palsied with

 age. Maxime du Camp went so far as to wonder: "Quelles sont ces
 peintures de revenant qu'on expose sous son nom?" (no. 1 to p.
 635, 1396). Baudelaire, of course, decried this absurd, public in-
 justice; but the image of a ghostly Delacroix seems to have lodged
 in his mind, and reinforced the nostalgic tone of the Salon. Typi-

 cally, Baudelaire even recreated himself in the image of his idol:

 "... cet homme [Delacroix] me donne quelquefois l'envie de durer
 autant qu'un patriarche, ou malgre tout ce qu'il faudrait de
 courage a un mort pour consentir 'a revivre ... d'etre ranime a
 temps pour assister aux enchantements et aux louanges qu'il exci-
 tera dans l'age futur" (637). This self-casting as patriarch or as re-
 venant was not a passing fancy on Baudelaire's part. He adopted

 the voice of a spectral old man throughout the Salon de 1859. Once
 again, it is difficult to decide how or why Baudelaire would adopt
 such a voice-was it for personal reasons, because he was embit-
 tered by illness and the recent trial of his poetry; did his defense of
 Delacroix simply disguise an immediate desire to avenge himself
 upon the bourgeois public; or was there something impersonal in

 the persona of the old man, and if so, how can one interpret that

 persona's utterances?

 Since the answer to these questions is not simple and cannot be
 uncovered through direct inquiry, I would like to focus my atten-
 tion on an incidental (or seemingly so) feature of the Salon de 1859:
 Baudelaire's denunciation of photography. Given the general

 tenor of the Salon, the denunciation comes as no surprise: it is part
 of Baudelaire's criticism of current trends in art and of his conten-

 tion that popular opinion is wielding greater influence in the aes-
 thetic domain. Moreover, the denunciation appears to "date" Bau-

 delaire. His attitude may be characterized as reactionary, not only
 from a twentieth century perspective, but according to the criteria

 Baudelaire himself established in the 1846 Salon. There he argued

 that reactionary artists, those who turn their backs on modern life,

 do so by confusing moral and aesthetic decadence. They pretend
 that painting cannot be renewed in a morally corrupt climate, and
 thus excuse their own lack of inventiveness and dependence upon

 past aesthetic models: "Beaucoup de gens attribueront la deca-
 dence de la peinture 'a la decadence des moeurs. Ce prejuge d'ate-
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 lier, qui a circule dans le public, est une mauvaise excuse des ar-

 tistes. Car ils etaient interesses 'a representer sans cesse le passe; la
 tache est plus facile, et la paresse y trouvait son compte" ("De

 l'heroisme de la vie -moderne," 493). Baudelaire contended,

 against such prejudice, that moral and aesthetic decadence affect
 different spheres: "l'une concerne le public et ses sentiments, et
 l'autre ne regarde que les ateliers" (493). In 1859, with "Le public

 moderne et la photographie," Baudelaire seems to disregard his
 earlier contention and collapse aesthetic issues into questions of
 public morality. The 1859 Salon saw the first exhibition of photo-
 graphs, not yet included among, but adjoining the exhibition of

 paintings. Instead of assessing this phenomenon in terms of "les
 ateliers," Baudelaire concentrates on "le public et ses sentiments":

 S'il est permis a la photographie de suppleer l'art dans quelques-unes
 de ses fonctions, elle l'aura bient6t supplante ou corrompu tout afait, grdce d
 l'alliance naturelle qu'elle trouvera dans la sottise de la multitude. I1 faut donc
 qu'elle rentre dans son veritable devoir, qui est d'etre la servante des
 sciences et des arts, mais la tres humble servante, comme l'imprimerie et

 la stenographie, qui n'ont ni cree ni supplee la litterature (618, my em-
 phasis).

 Permission, corruption, duty, humility: the language of this

 warning belongs, not to the aesthete, but to the moralist. Naturally,

 then, the warning is not limited to a small community of artists.

 "La multitude," the greater public is involved, as it both con-

 tributes to and suffers from aesthetic corruption: "s'il lui est

 permis [a' la photographie] d'empieter sur le domaine de l'impal-
 pable et l'imaginaire ... alors malheur 'a nous!" (618). The "mal-
 heur" of aesthetic corruption is so extensive as to touch "nous

 tous," and Baudelaire leaves little room to imagine that some

 might escape its disastrous effects. In sum, the denunciation of
 photography presents all the features of a reactionary diatribe.

 If we wish, however, to "date" Baudelaire on the basis of his

 reaction, that is, to claim that he could no longer greet "the new"

 with enthusiasm or that his modernist tendency had found its limit
 with the photograph, we run into certain critical difficulties. First
 we should realize that each interpretive option (that Baudelaire
 had become "old," or that "history" and its developments had

 simply outdistanced him) relies upon a particular notion of time.
 In the first instance, we may deem Baudelaire "aged" because of

 his moralist intonations and blatant use of categorical thinking.
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 Presumably, a young Baudelaire would have readjusted his
 thoughts to entertain the aesthetic potential of photography. The
 Baudelaire of 1859 excludes photography from the aesthetic do-

 main, "le domaine de l'impalpable et l'imaginaire," and consigns it
 to the domain of technology. Such a categorical exclusion is inti-

 mately tied to Baudelaire's moralist stance, as we may gather from
 the exhortation: "il faut donc qu'elle [la photographie] rentre dans
 son veritable devoir." The assignation of photography to a place,
 i.e. the categorical gesture, is simultaneously a moral imperative, a
 "devoir." Of course, this kind of imperative cannot be affected by
 historical contingencies; if photography happens to leave its
 proper place, that place is still its own, and the passage of time will
 not legitimize its pretensions to belonging elsewhere. In other

 words, Baudelaire's reaction to photography is thoroughly ahistor-
 ical. We may interpret his ahistorical moralizing as a sign of old

 age, but in so doing we eliminate our own possibilities of attaining
 to historical insight. This is because the view which sees moralizing
 as the portion of old age is itself firmly ensconced within the mor-
 alist tradition. That the elderly speak of duty because their charms
 have faded and their wits are slow is a classical topos. When we
 determine Baudelaire's age on the basis of his moralizing, we have
 not advanced beyond the wisdom of Moliere's Celimene: "II est
 une saison pour la galanterie,/Il en est une aussi propre 'a la pru-
 derie." Such wisdom is ahistorical in that it describes only a cyclical
 temporality, that of the seasons of life. We may assign a season to
 Baudelaire's reaction, but our assignation remains as categorical as
 the reaction itself. History, then, lies outside our interpretation.

 Our second interpretive option, that Baudelaire's reaction to
 photography merely marks the limits of his modernism, seems to
 avoid the hermeneutic circle of the first interpretation. When we
 no longer appeal to Baudelaire's interior experience of time, an
 experience which is subsumed by the human life cycle, then a
 purely external, linear temporality becomes possible. Our task be-
 comes simply to locate Baudelaire and his views along a time line
 of aesthetic history. We may notice, for example, that Baudelaire
 advocates "modernism" in defense of the Romantic painters, but
 not with respect to the photograph; on these grounds we may con-
 clude that Baudelaire's views are Romantic and that his "mod-
 ernism" is meaningless outside the context of the Romantic move-
 ment. The difficulty with this method is that Baudelaire's views,
 both generally considered and in the Salon de 1859, defy linear
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 periodization. True, the Salon de 1859 is largely a discourse on the
 imagination, the most Romantic of shibboleths. But Baudelaire's
 imagination does not function like a canonic Romantic faculty.
 The Romantic imagination is typically set against classical conven-
 tions-rules of prosody, genre distinctions, etc. In the Salon de
 1859, however, Baudelaire uses his own notion of the imagination
 to support the classical hierarchy of genres in painting. History
 painting, he argues, is to be privileged above tableaux de genre be-
 cause the former requires "l'imagination la plus vigoureuse et les
 efforts les plus tendus" (see "Religion, histoire, fantaisie," 628-9).
 We are left, then, with a curious aesthetic anachronism-a Ro-
 mantic classicism or a classical Romanticism-which resists loca-
 tion in a linear history of art. Since Baudelaire's reaction to pho-
 tography partakes of this same anachronistic character (he uses a
 "classical," categorizing gesture to defend the "Romantic" imagina-
 tion against photography), we must accept that our attempts to
 "date" that reaction inevitably raise questions as to the validity of
 our own historical suppositions.

 In order to demonstrate this point in greater detail, I would like
 to examine Walter Benjamin's reading of Baudelaire's reaction to
 photography. Benjamin first cites the Salon de 1859 in his 1931
 essay, "Kleine Geschichte der Photographie." He contrasts Baude-
 laire's denunciation with Antoine Wiertz's enthused assertion that
 photography is "l'extrait de la peinture" and poses no threat to art
 and the productions of genius. Neither Baudelaire nor Wiertz, at
 least in Benjamin's estimation, is sensitive to the "authenticity" of
 the photograph. Leaving aside the more cryptic connotations Ben-
 jamin attaches to the word "authentic," we can still grasp some of
 his meaning: both Baudelaire's condemnation and Wiertz's ap-
 proval are largely formulaic; that is, neither takes the shape of a
 specific response to photography. Wiertz no less than Baudelaire is
 tied to an aesthetics that derives its values from painting alone.
 Benjamin maintains that today, that is in 1931, one can only give
 meaning to either reaction by "displacing the accent" and reading
 the two together. In so doing we will see that each reaction mirrors
 the other and that both are premature. This is as far as Benjamin
 takes the historical view of the Salon de 1859 in "Kleine Ges-
 chichte"; but he will return to the Salon eight years later, with a
 considerable development of the historical perspective.

 In "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire," Benjamin analyzes the same
 Salon passage he had quoted in "Kleine Geschichte," and which I
 have quoted in part. The complete citation is as follows:
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 Dans ces jours deplorables, une industrie nouvelle se produisit, qui ne

 contribua pas peu a confirmer la sottise dans sa foi [... ] que l'art est et

 ne peut etre que la reproduction exacte de la nature. [ . .. ] Un dieu

 vengeur a exauce les voeux de cette multitude. Daguerre fut son

 messie. [ . .. ] Sil est permis a la photographie de suppleer l'art dans
 quelques-unes de ses fonctions, elle l'aura bientot supplante ou cor-
 rompu tout a fait, grace a l'alliance naturelle qu'elle trouvera dans la
 sottise de la multitude. I1 faut donc qu'elle rentre dans son veritable

 devoir, qui est d'etre la servante des sciences et des arts.

 The second time Benjamin refers to this passage, he does not

 mention Baudelaire's failure to acknowledge some "authentic"

 character of photography. Instead he commends the accuracy of

 the poet's instincts: "To Baudelaire there was something pro-

 foundly unnerving and terrifying about daguerrotypy; he speaks

 of the fascination it exerted as 'startling and cruel.' Thus he must

 have sensed, though he certainly did not see through them, the

 connections of which we have spoken."2 The connections Ben-

 jamin has in mind are those that link technological developments,
 such as photography, to "a society in which practice is in decline."

 Once these connections have been made it becomes difficult to

 argue for an authenticity of the photograph. An authentic object is

 one that bears the mark of the practiced hand that made it. This
 criterion is singularly lacking in the case of the photographic
 image, which remains untouched by the complex equipment that

 enters into its production.3 Clearly Benjamin has shifted the center
 of gravity of his argument. What interests him now is the opposi-
 tion between two societies-industrial and preindustrial-and the
 analogue of that opposition in two forms of memory-voluntary

 and involuntary-which terms he has borrowed from Proust. Pho-
 tography aligns itself both with industrial society and with the

 workings of voluntary memory, since the range of the latter is ex-
 tended by the photograph. More of the world may be kept in a kind

 of permanent record, to which anyone may have access at any
 time; no detail need be forgotten or subject to the vagaries of in-

 voluntary memory. As Benjamin notes, Baudelaire's attempt to re-

 2 Benjamin, "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire," Illuminations (New York: Schocken,
 1969), p. 186.

 3 In "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," Benjamin com-
 pares the cameraman to the painter. The cameraman's equipment "penetrates
 deeply" into the web of reality, but by this very token offers "an aspect of reality
 which is free of equipment." The painter, on the other hand, "maintains in his work
 a natural distance from reality" and this distance leaves its traces on the completed
 canvas. See Illuminations, pp. 233-34.
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 store the distinction between "art and industry" confirms the con-
 nection between the photograph and voluntary memory: "Qu'elle

 [la photographie] enrichisse rapidement l'album du voyageur et
 rende 'a ses yeux la precision qui manquerait 'a sa memoire ... rien

 de mieux. Qu'elle sauve de l'oubli ... les choses precieuses dont la

 forme va disparailtre et qui demandent une place dans les archives
 de notre memoire, elle sera remerciee et applaudie" (618-19).
 Thus we have evidence of the connections that Baudelaire
 "sensed"; what he did not "see through," however, and what Ben-
 jamin hopes to reveal, is that art and industry are involved, not in a
 categorical opposition, but in a dialectical one. The region of art or
 "le domaine de l'impalpable et de l'imaginaire" (which Benjamin
 associates with involuntary memory) cannot remain distinct from
 the encroachments of industry. "The perpetual readiness of voli-
 tional, discursive memory, encouraged by the technique of me-
 chanical reproduction, reduces the scope for the play of imagina-
 tion."4 For Benjamin this dialectical necessity is mediated by the
 masses, and he finds his opinion seconded in Baudelaire's refer-
 ence to "l'alliance naturelle qu'elle [la photographie] trouvera dans
 la sottise de la multitude." Of course Baudelaire did not credit the
 "natural alliance" between photography and the masses with any
 historical necessity, but in this he was showing "scarcely .... Solo-
 monian judgment." It is not possible to halt historical processes
 simply by claiming they are tasteless.

 Benjamin's argument is compelling, and not only because time
 has legitimized the aesthetic pretensions of photography. Were we
 to forget the history of the photograph since 1859 and to re-
 member only Baudelaire's denunciation, we might easily come to
 an identical conclusion. This is because Baudelaire, perhaps in his
 eagerness to sustain the case against photography, assigns not one
 but two limitations to its role. The first limitation is the categorical

 one: photography has its own domain, it preserves "les ruines pen-
 dantes, les livres, les estampes et les manuscrits que le temps de-
 vore . . ." (618). The second limitation, which does not seem unre-

 lated to the first, permits the transition from categorical to dialec-
 tical thinking: photography, like printing and stenography, is "la
 servante des sciences et des arts, mais la tres humble servante . . ."
 (618). The compulsive repetition, "mais la tres humble servante,"

 sounds a warning; there is no need for this servant to be humble,

 4"On Some Motifs," p. 186.
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 unless it is recognized that she may one day triumph over her
 master. Benjamin's dialectical reading seems to cut to the heart of
 "Le public moderne et la photographie," even explaining the sty-
 listic peculiarities of the chapter: the pressures of the master/slave
 dialectic cause Baudelaire's categorical logic to stutter, thus occa-
 sioning his repeated emphases and anathemas ("La Fatuite mo-
 derne aura beau rugir, eructer tous les borborygmes de sa ronde
 personnalite, vomir tous les sophismes indigestes . . ." etc.) (618).
 The historical forces that Benjamin will oppose to Baudelaire's de-
 nunciation are already inscribed within the latter's text.

 These indications of a dialectical moment in Baudelaire's Salon
 do not, however, lend simple credence to Benjamin's reading. For
 one thing, they suggest that Baudelaire's assessment of photog-
 raphy and its possibilities may have been less naive than Benjamin
 imagined. For another, they require that greater emphasis be
 placed upon the Salon as text. Benjamin's reading is persuasive to
 the extent that it supplies the Salon with an "outside," an histor-
 ical context. The dialectical interest of the reading occurs, not
 within the written work, but between the work and its context: to
 one side of the Salon we have the photograph as technological in-
 novation; to the other, there is something more vague, which may
 correspond to history, or to the modern aesthetic sensibility, or to
 both. In any case, the Salon itself is seen as a moment of pure reac-
 tion, determined by its context, and not as a properly critical state-
 ment of its context. Once we notice an element of dialectical com-
 plexity within the Salon, however, the passage "outside" the work
 becomes less assured: if the text does not offer blind resistance to
 its context, then the distinction between inside and outside begins
 to break down; the negative gesture which should have returned
 us to the outside, may only implicate us further in the textual
 workings. This is, if one likes, the labyrinth of reading, and Ben-
 jamin does not avoid it despite his atextual treatment of the Salon.
 The inside/outside distinction becomes confused when Benjamin's
 effort to situate the Salon within an historical context becomes a

 self-reflexive one. In order to situate the Salon, Benjamin must
 claim to read the same photographic phenomenon as Baudelaire,
 only with the use of superior dialectical tools. These tools are supe-
 rior because they coincide with historical processes; in other
 words, the dialectic is both a method of reading and the very sub-
 stance of history. Thus, when Benjamin's reading situates Baude-
 laire's reaction, that reading doubles as history. This is why there is
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 some confusion as to where the reading leads: if it finally points to
 what Benjamin calls "the open air of history," it only does so by
 means of a self-reflexive or aestheticizing moment. Once more we
 find all the ironies of -the labyrinth: through self-reflexivity Ben-
 jamin hopes to reach the open air, through aesthetic activity he

 sets his sites on history. This "situation" has its own interest, but it
 does not guarantee the success of Benjamin's attempt to subordi-
 nate the Salon to an historical context. In fact, since his reading
 reduplicates so many of the terms and conceptual oppositions of
 the Salon, one might argue that the reading is largely situated by
 the Salon, and not vice versa. This is the possibility I would like to
 consider by examining the Salon in some of its textual complexity.

 A first observation should be that Baudelaire does not conceive
 of his criticism as a reaction to the things he sees. On the contrary
 he writes, after noting the absence of vigorous and original

 painting: "Ne vous etonnez donc pas que la banalite dans le
 peintre ait engendre le lieu commun dans l'ecrivain" (608-9). Criti-
 cism thus appears as the close offspring of its context, almost as its
 context's reproduction. Moreover, criticism seems to reflect the
 mode of its own generation by taking on the form of verbal repeti-
 tion-the lieu commun. Baudelaire does not imply that this need

 always be the case; he claims that a more innovative Salon "[aurait]
 necessite dans la langue critique des categories nouvelles" (608).
 But under the circumstances, old, "classical" categories will do.
 The textual project that Baudelaire undertakes is to repeat these
 categories in such a way as to reveal their "nature . .. positivement
 excitante . . ." (609). Repetition, then, and not reaction will charac-
 terize the Salon.

 If we are to accept Baudelaire's description of his project, we

 must at least question how it accounts for photography. The 1859
 Salon may have been nothing new under the sun as far as its
 paintings were concerned, but this cannot be said of the photo-
 graph exhibition. Whether the photographs were of aesthetic in-
 terest or not, their very presence was a novelty. In Benjamin's eyes,
 and particularly from the materialist standpoint he takes here,
 such a novelty is of critical importance. For Baudelaire, however,
 the photograph exhibition is only symptomatic of a perennial flaw
 in the French temperament: "Le go ut exclusif du Vrai (si noble

 quand il est limite 'a ses veritables applications) opprime ici [en
 France] et etouffe le go ut du Beau . .. [Le public francais] n'est pas

 artiste, naturellement artiste; philosophe peut-etre, moraliste, in-
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 genieur, amateur d'anecdotes instructives, tout ce qu'on voudra,
 mais jamais spontanement artiste" (616). Baudelaire's categorical
 logic, which will assign photography to a limited domain, first

 creates distinctions in the area of taste. The opposition between art
 and industry must therefore be understood as a specific case of the
 principal opposition between the taste for the Beautiful and the
 taste for the True. When, as in the French temperament, the taste
 for the True becomes excessive and leaves its proper place, then
 one may deduce any number of consequences. It only follows that
 photography, with its power to produce a close likeness of its sub-

 ject, may be hailed as more true and hence as aesthetically superior
 to painting. By the same token, the technical facility of a painter

 may be valued over any other talent. Although the invention of
 photography encourages an excessive taste for the True in matters
 of art, photography is not the condition of possibility of that taste.
 Instead, Baudelaire maintains that photography is the fulfillment

 of a misguided wish on the part of the French public. The public
 reasons: "Ainsi l'industrie qui nous donnerait un r'sultat identique

 a la nature serait l'art absolu." And Baudelaire adds: "Un Dieu
 vengeur a exauce les voeux de cette multitude. Daguerre fut son
 messie" (617).

 Next to Benjamin's materialist interpretation of the relationship
 between photography and aesthetic taste, Baudelaire's suggestion
 of wish fulfillment may seem like a piece of magical thinking. This
 is largely a function, however, of his categorical logic, which allows
 him to deduce a place for photography without having to offer a
 causal explanation for its genesis. Given the existence of an aes-
 thetics of natural imitation, one may posit the possibility of a per-
 fect embodiment of that ideal. I want to insist that this is a categor-
 ical deduction as well as a rhetorical tactic; in other words, Baude-
 laire does not give a proleptic presentation of photography
 (providing the terms of its condemnation before he even mentions
 the technique) merely to convince readers to heed his warning.
 There is also a critical necessity involved in maintaining the dis-
 tinction between what Baudelaire has called "les phenomenes du

 monde physique et du monde moral . . ." (Exposition Universelle/
 1855, 11:580). By "previewing" the phenomenon of photography
 within the phenomenon of taste, Baudelaire is able to keep the
 moral world from collapsing into the physical world. This is a

 double imperative since the ability to make any kind of critical dis-
 tinction is at stake in the effort to preserve the discrete character of
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 the moral world. To use Baudelaire's terminology, critical distinc-
 tions number among moral phenomena. Although Baudelaire
 does not spell this out explicitly, it may be rapidly deduced from
 his statements on the -nature of the physical world. As the public
 becomes increasingly occupied with physical phenomena, it loses
 the faculty of critical thinking:

 Demandez a tout bon Fran~ais qui lit tous lesjours son journal dans son
 estaminet, ce qu'il entend par progres, il repondra que c'est la vapeur,
 l'electricite et l'eclairage au gaz, miracles inconnus aux Romains, et que
 ces decouvertes temoignent pleinement de notre superiorite sur les an-
 ciens; tant il s'est fait de tenebres dans ce malheureux cerveau et tant les
 choses de l'ordre materiel et de l'ordre spirituel s'y sont si bizarrement
 confondues! (11:580)

 The notion of progress introduced in this passage implies at one
 and the same time a confusion of categories and the ascendency of
 a materialist viewpoint: "j'entends par progres la domination pro-
 gressive de la matiere," Baudelaire writes in the Salon de 1859
 (616). It is here that we may best seize his difference from Ben-
 jamin. For Baudelaire it is not possible to write a properly critical
 history from materialist premises. These premises can only ex-
 acerbate the confusion of categories, until we find ourselves in a
 situation where progress and decadence coincide. If belief in prog-
 ress continues, Baudelaire warns, "les races amoindries ... s'en-
 dormiront sur l'oreiller de la fatalite dans le sommeil radoteur de
 la decrepitude" (580). Thus, both progress and decadence, which
 we meant to use as historical concepts, become the dreams we
 dream on "l'oreiller de la fatalite"; and such dreams can only give a
 false picture of history for the same reasons that, in Benjamin's
 words, fate is "temporal in a totally inauthentic way."5

 Curiously then, Baudelaire's position with respect to history
 seems to have come full circle; without leaving his original catego-
 ries, since he promised he would only repeat himself, he now ap-
 pears to argue in the name of true historical understanding. The
 condemnation of photography is no exception to his general argu-
 ment: Baudelaire maintains that the photograph has contributed
 to a weakening of the historical imagination. On this point he in-
 vites us to consider that the new technique was immediately put,
 not to some thoroughly novel use, but to the taking of historical

 5 "Fate and Character," Reflections (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979),
 p. 308.
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 "scenes": "En associant et en groupant des droles et des drolesses,

 attif6s comme les bouchers et les blanchisseuses dans le carnaval,

 en priant ces heros de vouloir bien continuer pour le temps neces-

 saire 'a l'operation, leur grimace de circonstance, on se flatta de

 rendre les scenes, tragiques ou gracieuses, de 1'histoire ancienne"
 (617). It is hard to say whether this fashion did greater disservice
 to the ancients or to the moderns, but in either case historical un-
 derstanding suffered. In Baudelaire's view such understanding

 characterizes "l'art sublime du comedien," an art that is disgraced

 and parodied by the taking of historical scenes. Although Baude-
 laire does not expound upon this opinion, the "grimace de circon-

 stance" that he attributes to the costumed public gives us a clue to

 his meaning: the grimace is dictated by no other necessity than

 that of the moment and consequently bears only an accidental re-

 lationship to the costume, decor, etc. that surround it. It contains

 no temporal dimension and thus differs from the consummate

 theatrical gesture, which may resume an entire sequence of histor-

 ical or fictional events. The historical photograph provides instead

 a neutral medium for the confused coexistence of old and new;
 hence Baudelaire's detection of a carnival-like atmosphere, in

 which his droles and drolesses stand time on its head.6
 Photography is not, however, the only medium in which the ef-

 fects of a weakened historical understanding may be felt. Baude-
 laire criticizes on identical grounds what he calls "l'ecole des
 pointus" in painting (637). This school involves "la transposition
 des vulgarites de la vie dans le regime antique" (637), as well as the
 calculated use of scumbling to give a time-worn appearance to

 canvases. Baudelaire suggests that painters aspiring to the school
 consult a newly released book by Edouard Fournier-Le Vieux-

 Neuf. Histoire ancienne des inventions et decouvertes modernes7- and
 himself adopts "le vieux-neuf" as an apt epithet for the paintings

 in question.

 Although Baudelaire is well aware of the comic potential, both

 6 The "melange de cris, de detonations de cuivre et d'explosions de fusees" that
 one may find in a Baudelairean carnival does not reveal revolutionary potential.
 Unlike Bakhtin's carnavalesque, Baudelaire's carnival days lie outside history and its
 conflicts: "En ces jours-la il me semble que le peuple oublie tout, la douleur et le
 travail; il devient pareil aux enfants. Pour les petits c'est un jour de conge, c'est
 l'horreur de l'ecole renvoyee a vingt-quatre heures. Pour les grands c'est un armi-
 stice conclu avec les puissances malfaisantes de la vie, un repit dans la contention et
 la lutte universelles" (cf. Le vieux saltimbanque).

 7 (Paris: Dentu, 1859, 2 vol.).
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 of historical photographs and of the "vieux-neuf" trend in
 painting, he refuses to grant either the full aesthetic dignity of the
 caricature. He says of "l'ecole des pointus": "Par sa manie d'ha-
 biller 'a l'antique la vie triviale moderne, elle commet sans cesse ce
 que j'appellerais volontiers une caricature 'a l'inverse" (639). In
 order to understand what Baudelaire means by an inverse carica-
 ture, we should first examine the qualities he attributes to carica-
 ture itself. The aesthetic value of caricature is intimately tied to
 history, and most spectacularly to revolution. As Baudelaire writes

 in Quelques caricaturistes franpais: "La revolution de 1830 causa,
 comme toutes les revolutions, une fievre caricaturale ... Dans
 cette guerre acharnee contre le gouvernement, et particulierement
 contre le roi, on etait tout coeur, tout feu" (549). Thus caricature,

 through its critical power, constitutes a revolutionary force. This
 force, however, must be conceived primarily in aesthetic terms;
 that is, if the caricatural war of 1830 was led "particulierement
 contre le roi," this was not because the political hierarchy made
 Louis Philippe the prime target of artists, but because his carica-
 ture by Philipon was a surpassing aesthetic success: "Cette fantas-
 tique epopee est dominee, couronnee par la pyramidale et olym-
 pienne Poire de processive memoire" (549). We may learn, too,
 from the exemplary pear-king that the critical or revolutionary

 potential of caricature resides in the power to sustain likeness. As
 Philipon demonstrated in "Le Charivari," his caricature of Louis
 Philippe could be linked by a series of like images to a "natural"
 portrait of the king. Were this not the case, the artist might have
 been charged with lack of talent rather than lese majeste. Once
 again we come against the conundrum of Baudelaire's thoughts on
 history: the caricature partakes of revolution, not by bringing into
 being something radically new, but by reproducing likenesses.

 Given that "le vieux-neuf," either in painting or in photography,
 also involves the reproduction of likeness, how can it be said that
 such reproduction inverts caricature? We might be more tempted
 to say that it simulates caricature or caricatural effects. And yet
 Baudelaire is clear that in some way the work of caricature is un-
 done by "l'ecole des pointus." This may best be appreciated if we
 consider that the historicity of the caricature is not given to the
 caricaturist; i.e., he does not copy a revolutionary moment, but
 produces that moment as he copies. Otherwise his activity would
 not be an aesthetic one. In the case of "le vieux-neuf," however,
 "history" is presented to the painter or photographer as the jumble
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 of old and new elements; this jumble need only be reproduced.

 Something, then, in the simple reproduction of "le vieux-neuf"
 undoes history as Baudelaire understands it. It should first be ap-

 parent that any dialectical tension is lost when old and new are
 immediately juxtaposed; and when a supposedly aesthetic activity

 does nothing to generate that tension, then even Benjamin would

 agree that history has been suspended.
 Benjamin could only quibble, therefore, with a second conten-

 tion that may be derived from Baudelaire's remarks on caricature
 and history. As we have observed, caricature is aesthetic, and
 hence historical in Baudelaire's sense, only if it is not fully depen-

 dent upon a particular moment in history; with la Poire, of course,
 this limited dependency may be difficult to discern, since the king
 of France is captured by the king of caricatures, and history and
 art seem to coincide. Baudelaire delights in this kind of coinci-
 dence, which he often gives as the figure of a Golden Age. Thus
 he says, in reference to Carle Vernet's engravings of fashionable

 folk under the Directory: "Telle etait la mode, tel etait l'etre hu-
 main: les hommes ressemblaient aux peintures; le monde s'etait
 moule dans l'art" (544). Such coincidence, however, implies no ab-
 solute determination, since sometimes history will do the work of

 caricature-"Souvent meme les caricatures ... deviennent plus
 caricaturales 'a mesure qu'elles sont plus demodees" (544)-and

 sometimes a caricature, like Gavarni's la Lorette, will create history
 by spawning a generation in its image.8 In their mutual determina-
 tion, neither history nor the caricature is grounded in real chro-
 nology. When Baudelaire attempts to organize recent French cari-

 cature into a history, he therefore claims that one must look to the
 style of the work and not to the date of its execution: "le mot mo-

 derne," he writes, "s'applique 'a la maniere et non au temps" (545).

 The modernity of caricature thus has little to do with the moder-

 nity of historical photographs and "l'ecole des pointus." The latter
 depends entirely upon real chronology; although the photogra-

 pher who dresses his models in antique togas seems to enjoy
 freedom from chronology, his photograph is absolutely tied to the

 moment of its production. This is true of the "vieux-neuf"
 paintings as well, since Baudelaire views them as thoroughly top-

 ical: they belong to France in the mid-nineteenth century, and to

 8 See Baudelaire's discussion of the way in which Gavarni "a beaucoup agi sur les
 moeurs" in Quelques caricaturislgsfranCais, 11:560.
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 no other time or place. For Benjamin such topicality should be the

 basis for a materialist dialectic; for Baudelaire it marks the end of
 dialectical possiblities, and hence, history.9

 When we take stock of the preceding alignments between carica-

 ture and photography, it becomes apparent that any attempt to
 read the two dialectically will run aground. Either we follow Bau-

 delaire's lead and see photography as suspending the dialectic of
 caricature, or we consider photography the caricature of carica-
 ture. Upon reflection, however, the second option proves to be no
 option at all: since caricature always already involves the produc-
 tion of difference through the reproduction of likeness, photog-
 raphy can only reproduce the caricatural process without making
 it differ from itself. In other words, photography either is carica-
 ture or suspends caricature; and this option remains categorical.
 That is, either photography may be classified as a kind of carica-
 ture, or it disrupts the category of caricature without opening a
 way to the latter's dialectical recovery. Baudelaire subscribes to the
 second possibility, which means that, for him, the dialectic can only
 function if categorical logic remains intact. As we have already
 seen, this makes it impossible to write the sort of materialist history
 Benjamin has in mind. The materialist moment and the dialectic
 cannot be made to fit together, one suspends the other, and vice

 versa, indefinitely.
 The incompatibility of the materialist moment and the dialectic

 can be traced in Benjamin's two essays, despite the historical mate-
 rialism propounded in "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire." This be-
 comes apparent when we consider how the "authenticity" of pho-
 tography changes from one essay to the next. In "Kleine Ges-
 chichte" that authenticity is opposed to the inauthentic reactions of
 Baudelaire and Wiertz, which fail to reach the "open air of his-
 tory." These latter, then, are doomed to topicality. Benjamin un-
 derlines their historical inauthenticity by eliminating the differ-
 ence between Wiertz's progressive attitude and Baudelaire's reac-
 tionary one: it does not matter that Wiertz projects his vision
 forward and Baudelaire backward, since neither attains to dialec-
 tical understanding. This analysis approaches Baudelaire's com-
 mentary on materialist ideology and "l'oreiller de la fatalite."

 9 I am speaking only of Benjamin's position in "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire."
 In the "Theses on the Philosophy of History," Benjamin is careful to distinguish
 between topical and dialectical transformations. See the fourteenth thesis, Illumina-
 tions, p. 261.
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 When such an ideology holds sway, progress and decadence be-
 come mirror images of one another, false projections of tempo-

 rality within the closed circle of fate. The fatum which presides
 over both Baudelaire and Wiertz is that of the homogeneous mo-

 ment, the only temporality available to a materialist ideology.
 Somewhere beyond this enclosure Benjamin posits the "authen-

 ticity" of the photograph, which gives the promise of history. The
 photograph's authenticity is tied to no specific moment, a fact we

 may deduce from Benjamin's assertion that "it will not always be

 possible to link this authenticity with reportage ..".;1O in other
 words, reportage is only a moment in the dialectic of authenticity.
 Thus, in "Kleine Geschichte," the dialectic and the materialist mo-

 ment are held apart by the distance that separates authenticity
 from inauthenticity. With this in mind, we should not be surprised

 by what transpires in "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire": Benjamin
 attempts to bring the materialist moment into a dialectical arena,
 and the authenticity of the photograph evaporates. When he asso-
 ciates photography with voluntary memory, Benjamin actually re-
 inforces the link between the photograph's authenticity and re-
 portage, and thereby short-circuits the dialectical possibilities he
 had earlier envisioned. If the photograph is only authentic by
 virtue of its ability to preserve positive information, and if the ma-
 terialist dialectic is riveted to this moment of pure positivity, then
 sooner or later the materialist dialectic will be revealed as an in-
 authentic temporality, perhaps even as fate in a progressive-
 seeming mask. This is why the distinction between authentic and
 inauthentic appears to vanish in the later essay, why the photo-
 graph's authenticity is bound up in its inauthenticity, and why its

 fruits seem more fatal than epoch-making. Not only does Ben-
 jamin claim that photography banishes beauty from its reproduc-
 ible sphere, he also maintains that it seals off "the womb of time"
 from which beauty had been drawn and puts an end to the hope

 for something new, which might have compensated beauty's loss.
 In view of such comments, Benjamin must have "seen through"

 the dialectic he proposed in the name of photography; a true dia-
 lectic would have freed beauty and time from the rule of fate."

 10 See Benjamin's "Short History of Photography" -in Artforum 15 (Feb. 1977),
 p. 51.

 11 It is interesting that Benjamin is not inclined, even here, to retrieve beauty by
 allying it to inauthenticity. This would have been a perfect opportunity to set Bau-
 delaire against himself by citing, for example,: "Tes yeux, illumines ainsi que des
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 The difference in Benjamin's treatment of photographic au-
 thenticity from one essay to the next should be sufficient to invali-
 date the historical materialist thesis that photography determines
 our perception of it.. Moreover, photography appears in the
 second essay, not only as a technological fact, but also as a meta-
 phor; that is, not only is the photograph an object upon which
 Benjamin may construct a history; photography also becomes the
 figure for that history. Although there is not time here to examine
 the figuration thoroughly, some details may be noted. Take Ben-
 jamin's contention that "The perpetual readiness of volitional, dis-
 cursive memory, encouraged by the technique of mechanical re-
 production, reduces the scope for the play of imagination."'2 If we
 compare Proust's and Baudelaire's remarks on voluntary memory
 with this statement, the metaphorical twist of the latter should be-
 come evident. For Proust, voluntary memory is not necessarily
 "perpetually ready"; the willfull attempt to remember does not
 always yield results. And when Baudelaire speaks of the photo-
 graph as an archival memory, this is because voluntary memory is
 not ready enough with information and stands in need of supple-
 mentation. From this perspective it would seem as though volun-
 tary, not involuntary memory would be most threatened by pho-
 tography. Benjamin avoids this threat by changing the supple-
 mental relationship between photography and voluntary memory
 into a metaphorical one: he makes voluntary memory like the
 camera, by transferring the latter's "perpetual readiness" to the
 former; this means that the camera no longer supplements a lack
 of memory, but "encourages" memory in one of its positive quali-
 ties. The transference of the quality of "readiness" is simultaneous
 with the photograph's encouragement of memory to reduce the
 scope for the play of imagination; in other words, the metaphor-
 ical process is simultaneous with the historical process Benjamin
 here describes. Thus, despite Benjamin's intentions, photography
 enters into history as metaphor and not as technological fact.

 The photograph as metaphor should bring us back to Baude-
 laire's text, which, as I have argued, allows us to situate Ben-
 jamin's. If it is a metaphorical moment that inaugurates Ben-
 jamin's history, then that history confirms the "classical" categories

 boutiques,! Et des ifs flamboyants dans les fetes publiques,! Usent insolemment
 d'un pouvoir emprunte,/ Sans connaitre jamais la loi de leur beautC" (Tu mettrais
 lunivers entier dans ta ruelle). When Benjamin does cite this passage later in his essay,
 he omits the last line and with it the possibility of an inauthentic beauty.

 12 "On Some Motifs," p. 186.
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 of the Salon de 1859, and in particular the priority of the moral
 over the material world. One could say that Benjamin's history is

 governed by the imagination, which Baudelaire calls "La Reine des
 facultes": "C'est l'imagination qui a enseigne a l'homme le sens
 moral de la couleur, du contour, du son et du parfum. Elle a cree,
 au commencement du monde, l'analogie et la metaphore" (621).
 Here metaphor is given its ontological priority as the first creation
 of the imagination and hence as the beginning of a history; this
 priority is moral, not material, since it is only their "sens moral"
 that allows color, contour and sound to participate in the meta-
 phorical first moment. If it is true that Benjamin's history of the
 photograph fits this metaphorical model and thus presents a "clas-
 sically" Romantic physiognomy, how may its features be distin-
 guished from those of Baudelaire's Salon? If the latter is in some
 sense to provide a reading of Benjamin's history, those features
 cannot be simply identical. We might begin to consider their dif-

 ferences by examining the metaphorical status of the photograph
 in Baudelaire's text.

 Interestingly enough, despite Baudelaire's championing of the
 metaphor, his metaphorization of photography is limited. Even
 when he appears to give photography a persona, that of "la ser-
 vante des sciences et des arts," he does not thereby transfer subjec-
 tive qualities to the technique. Although we are justifiably afraid
 for the future of the arts, this is not because photography is "en-
 couraging" their demise: "la sottise de la multitude" continues to
 be the agent of any aesthetic decadence.'3 This is why Baudelaire,
 unlike Benjamin, does not make of photography's "perpetual
 readiness" a figure of historical necessity. We would be wrong to

 assume, however, that Baudelaire is not interested in the meta-
 phorical possibilities of the photograph. When, for example, he
 describes Delacroix's clean and rapid execution of paintings, he
 evokes something like the photographic process: "Si une execution
 tres nette est necessaire, c'est pour que le langage du reve soit net-
 tement traduit; qu'elle soit tres rapide, c'est pour que rien ne se
 perde de l'impression extraordinaire qui accompagnait la concep-
 tion . . ." (625). The notion of high fidelity developed here is one
 which belongs to techniques of mechanical reproduction and
 seems out of place next to the Romantic "langage du reve." But it

 13 Benjamin uses the verb begiinstigen, "to encourage," or in the juridical sense,
 "to aid and abet" a criminal. The second meaning recalls Benjamin's description of
 Atget's photographs as scenes of a crime. Photography, then, would seem to possess
 guilty intentions, if only by association-it does not remain an innocent accessory in
 the conspiracy against art.
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 is precisely in this juxtaposition of the mechanical and the meta-
 phorical that photography acquires a "sens moral" for the Salon de
 1859. When this "sens moral" is applied to Delacroix, we are left

 with the unsettling image of the artist as machine: part of his sub-
 jective self, which presumably gave rise to the quality sui generis of
 his paintings, is subordinated to an impersonal, reproducing ca-

 pacity. This may explain Baudelaire's description of his first en-
 counter with Delacroix: "Evidemment il voulut etre plein d'in-

 dulgence et de complaisance; car nous causames tout d'abord de
 lieux communs, c'est-a'-dire des questions les plus vastes et les plus
 profondes" (624). The breadth and depth of Delacroix's wisdom
 are contained within the most reproducible of verbal forms, the
 commonplace: "'La nature n'est qu'un dictionnaire,' repetait-il

 frequemment." Thus Baudelaire underlines the mechanical
 quality of Delacroix's instruction and recalls the project of his own
 Salon-to repeat the commonplaces of Romanticism.

 Perhaps we are now in a position to appreciate the difference
 between such repetition and a truly reactionary attitude. Baude-
 laire has no illusions about the possibility of returning simply to
 Romanticism: that he chooses to present the movement as ev-

 eryone's possession, "ce que tout le monde devrait savoir," indi-
 cates his understanding that the cliche can never coincide with
 what it repeats. Although the term cliche was not yet in usage, ei-
 ther for the photographic negative or as a synonym for the com-
 monplace, Baudelaire's metaphorical allying of technique and
 verbal form seems to prefigure the word's current double
 meaning.'4 In this sense one could argue that Baudelaire's insight
 is fundamentally historical, while Benjamin's is reactionary insofar
 as it seeks to coincide fully with an originary, metaphorical mo-
 ment. It does not matter that Benjamin locates this moment in

 modern times, with the invention of photography; the origin is
 equivalent to itself no matter where it occurs in real chronology,
 and Benjamin's purely metaphorical treatment of the photograph
 does nothing to disturb that equivalence. Once the metaphor is
 subject to repetition, however, once it becomes cliche, then the
 temporal dimension is opened out and history becomes possible. It
 is noteworthy that Baudelaire's metaphorization of photography

 engages the cliche as a departure from metaphor and thus responds
 to the specificity of the photographic technique much more than
 does Benjamin's metaphorization. One might even want to at-

 14 According to the Petit Robert, "cliche" entered usage as a synonym for the pho-
 tographic negative in 1865; as a synonym for the commonplace in 1869.
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 tribute a materialist insight to Baudelaire, since the cliche/photo-

 graph relationship is not only metaphorical, but literal: i.e. the

 photograph is not only like a verbal cliche, it is a visual cliche. This

 slippage toward the literal determination of meaning seems consis-

 tent with Benjamin's case that photography "reduces the scope"'5
 for metaphorical determinations. But it does not imply that

 meaning is thereby determined materially. If we find a metaphor-
 ical-literal tension in the term "cliche," this is not because of the

 material invention of photography, but because the photograph

 and the commonplace existed in a metaphorical relationship prior

 to the term's coinage. The literal occurrence of the term "cliche,"

 which permits simultaneously a literalization of the metaphorical

 relationship, is thus an immaterial occurrence. The oppositional

 structure that gives Benjamin's second essay its ideological frame-
 work-on the one hand there is metaphor, on the other there is

 materiality -is thus rendered inoperative.

 With this opposition no longer in effect, it becomes possible to
 reassess the question of Baudelaire's "age." If Baudelaire did not

 use his considerable metaphorical powers to create a new critical
 language in the Salon de 1859, this is not necessarily an indication

 that those powers had materially diminished. We should recall the
 over-readiness of critics to explain Delacroix's late paintings by the
 artist's decrepitude. If we hesitate in dating Baudelaire on the basis
 of his chronological age, however, we should be equally wary of
 giving his "age" a purely metaphorical interpretation. Baudelaire
 does not become "like" an old man because of bitterness, shock, or
 horror; such an old age would consist solely of affective moments
 and lack any temporal dimension. Baudelaire's old age, on the
 contrary, involves nothing but acts of verbal repetition, which are
 grounded in the temporal and devoid of affect. This age, which

 lies in suspension between materiality and metaphoricity, is prop-

 erly allegorical. Of course, it is Benjamin's accomplishment to have
 recognized the allegorical character of Baudelaire's aesthetics; if
 my analysis takes a somewhat different tack, it is only to question
 the alignment of allegory's literalizing tendency with the material.
 This alignment is not unique to Benjamin, but frequently under-
 writes the appearance of history in literary discourse as such. 16.

 Yale University

 '5 "On Some Motifs," p. 186.
 16 I would like to thank the American Association of University Women Educa-

 tional Foundation for the pre-doctoral grant that supported the writing of this
 essay.
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